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Performance has altaays been a hot topic in both the public and
priuate sector. Shareholders alwags question the performance of
companies uhile in the public sector, constituents are constantly

scrutinising the use offundsfor projects, the leuel of seruice

prouided or whether outcomes haue positiue social or economic

impact on the community.

is a known fact that passionate leaders inspire change and

this passion wilI reverberate throughout the organisation.

Well-informed leaders, who not only take ownership of the
performance management system implementation but are also

able to communicate with ctarity to drive engagement, will
gain support from within the organisation. ln addition to this,

when leaders have the abitity to analyse performance rePorts,

processes can be modified where necessary and this witl help

in achieving the goals set out.

For example, the performance management systems study

indicated that there was no corretation between long term
strategic plans and short-term operational plans in two
locat authorities due to the lack of experience, knowledge

and training in performance management. Focus was

mostly on day-to-day operational measures and bgdgetary

control instead of sustaining organisational performance

and accountabitity to stakeholders. Here, it was simply the

failure to understand the role of performance management

systems that ted to the lack of abitity to communicate openly

and establish effective monitoring systems at every [eve[ to
improve performance and accountability.

On that note, it is important to recognise that when

monitoring systems are not emptoyed property, the overall
performance efforts and results wi[[ be hampered. Hence,

evaluation of departmental and individual performance is an

essential part of performance management as it is often used

to enhance decision making.

Recognising this, it is the responsibitity of the leader and the

leadership team to build in-depth knowtedge on performance

management systems as it will hetp them strengthen their
plans and ensure a robust monitoring system has been put

in place for strategic decision-making. While some may

create incentives by giving out financial rewards, alternative

mechanisms may also be used to gain commitment and

inculcate a performance cutture within the organisation.

ln short, the leadership team sets the work culture of the

organisation. As the study shows, they are the key factor for
the institutionalisation of performance management and

inculcation of a performance culture in tocal authorities,
especially for those located in developing countries, or in any

organisation.

here is an increasing need to design a

robust performance management system

that fosters the spirit of teamwork and

shared commitment as this leads to efficient

and effective service performance, raises the

level of accountability of the organisation and

most importantly, builds trust.

ln a recent study on "Performance Management

of Local Authorities: A Comparative Study of
Malaysia and lndonesia", four tocal authorities,

two each from Malaysia and lndonesia, were

studied to understand how performance

management systems could produce the desired

effect mentioned above.The study provides

interesting insights that can help promote more

efficient and effective services in the public

sectol with the added role of management

accountants in monitoring the whole Process,

end-to-end.

Nurturing lntegration

As in any organisation, initiating change

is a chaltenging experience.Therefore, an

integrated approach that has the commitment
of a[[ is essentiat in the design of a successful

performance management system.

This case study highlighted that external

pressures (potitical, government, economic

or competitive) were able to significantly

affect the advancement of performance

management systems of local authorities. Here,

due to the symbolic nature of the performance

management systems implemented, [ack of

information also raised severaI issues

when it came to integrating the vision,

mission and objectives of [oca[ authorities

and those at national [eve[. lt atso caused

employees to be In the dark when it
came to tinking or personalising these

performance indicators with the mission of
the organisation as we[[ as their own rotes

and responsibitities.With no systematic

internal or external monitoring in place,

performance coutd not be measured

adequately, thus hampering the decision

making process.

To circumvent this, it is important that
the implementation of any ferformance
management system include detaited

explanation on its design and use; vision

and mission that are linked to strategic

objectives; key performance indicators
(KPls) and targets that are aligned to
national objectives and we[[-being of [oca]

communities. Buitding on this, effective

monitoring, reporting and evaluation
processes must be established to imProve

the organisation's ability to achieve

strategic objectives and futfil stakeholder

needs.

Knowledgeable Leaders lnspire
Change

Another interesting factor that stood out
was the level of passion and commitment
demonstrated by top management towards

performance management systems. lt



Quatity lnformation Leads to Quatity
Decision Making

As mentioned earlier, an engaged workforce
is an important component towards the
success of any organisation. For greater

impact, seamless flow of communication and

performance-retated information must be

encouraged as this witl assist in strengthening
coordination at all levels, both hierarchical and

horizontal. Not only witt this ensure emptoyees

at all levels understand the situation better, but
also feel empowered and accountable to make

the necessary changes that wilt bring value to
the organisation and its stakeholders.

ln doing this, productive interretationships wilt
be nurtured both between vertical/hierarchical
(top, middte and bottom) and horizontal
(interdepartmental) tevels, which in turn
reduces resistance to control changes during
the performance management process.To this
effect, with such an environment, the urgency

to provide timety and accurate information wi[[
lead to quality decision-making to accomplish

the desired output.

The Strategic Role of Management
Accountants

lnterestingly, the performance management
system study amongst the four local
authorities in both Malaysia and lndonesia

revealed that the management accountants
were not able to realise their fult potential as

strategic partners.They were consulted more
on a traditional basis when information on

budgets were required and were not invotved in

the overall strategic planning, key performance

indicator identification, target setting,
monitoring or even performance reporting.
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It must be said that the role of management
accountants has today evotved towards
creating added value for the organisation
and its stakeholders. Moving away from
their traditional roles, management

accountants in the public sector shoutd take

on more strategic roles in their respective

organisations, especiatly in the design and

implementation of performance management
systems as they already have the expertise to
do so.

Recognising this, management accountants
therefore have great potential to become

key enablers of efficient and effective
management of performance that increases

accountabitity amongst stakeholders. This

research clearty shows that when performance

management systems are wetl-designed

and performance-retated information used

resourcefully, [ocal authorities wi[[ be better
equipped to futfil their strategic roles and

deliver exceptionaI performance, as welt as

be the most cost effective while ensuring

operationaI eff iciency.

Conctusion

ln short, a well-orchestrated performance

management system must permeate

throughout the whole organisation, from goals

and objectives to policies and procedures.

It is about buitding a culture of continuous
improvement, with value added at every

stage and best practices that are adhered to.

Once this is done, performance management

systems will enabte more efficient and

effective services, thus achieving a higher level

of accountability and credibility amongst both
internal and externaI stakeholders.
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